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Respondents
• Total of 312 respondents
• 57% female; 43% male
• 37% C-core jobs (e.g. CEO, CFO,
CIO, etc.); 24% VP level, 16%
Director level; rest are senior and
mid managers
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Based on your experience, what percent of managers do you think effectively demonstrate the following leader
behaviors? For example, an estimate of 100% indicates that all the managers you’ve observed effectively
perform a specific leader behavior; while an estimate of 0% indicates that none of the managers you’ve
observed are effective at demonstrating that behavior.

FEMALE
MALE
MANAGERS MANAGERS
ADJECTIVE
RESULTS

Supporting
Rewarding
Mentoring
Team Building
Influencing Upward
Delegating
Modeling
Planning
Consulting
Monitoring
Networking
Intellectually Stimulating
Problem Solving
Inspiring

Women Higher
Women Higher
Women Higher
Women Higher
Men Higher
Men Higher
Women Higher
Women Higher
Women Higher
Women Higher
Men Higher
Women Higher
Men Higher
Women Higher

MEAN*

MEAN*

GAP

7.64
7.38
7.01
7.29
6.65
6.75
6.85
7.69
7.12
7.22
7.25
7.06
7.50
6.72

5.81
6.16
6.01
6.45
7.47
7.53
6.27
7.21
6.67
6.91
7.51
6.80
7.71
6.52

1.83
1.22
1.00
0.84
0.82
0.78
0.58
0.48
0.45
0.31
0.26
0.26
0.21
0.20

*Scale Legend: (1=0-10; 5=41-50; 10=91-100)
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RANK

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
#11
#11
#12
#13

FEMALE/MALE MANAGERS
Leader Behavior
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Ordered from high to low scales on Female ratings.
Question: Based on your experience, what percent of managers do you think effectively demonstrate the following leader
behaviors? For example, an estimate of 100% indicates that all the managers you’ve observed effectively perform a specific leader
behavior; while an estimate of 0% indicates that none of the managers you’ve observed are effective at demonstrating that behavior.

*Scale Legend: 1=0-10%
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6=51-60%

2=11-20%

7=61-70%

3=21-30%

8=71-80%

4=31-40%

9=81-90%

5=41-50%

10=91-100%
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Comments on #1 Ranking Behavior: SUPPORTING
FEMALE Respondents
Most of the women Managers I know try to help other
women and minorities advance willingly. There are a
few who keep to themselves.

The male managers that I've studied seem to be
hesitant to work with females. They do bond well with
other males, however.

As a general rule, women in leadership are either
nurturing and understanding or direct and appear to
be non-caring.

I still see a lot of "good old boy" attitudes, even
though I work for a Fortune 10 company. There is a
lot of networking among the men, but there are some
who genuinely try to support women and minority
efforts.

Female managers, as a group, seem to be more
willing to confront performance issues and take a
genuinely more personal interest in their staff.

Male leaders have weaker soft skills than they think men tend to focus on execution and neglect the
people side of the business.

Women I have worked with tend to be excellent
planners, good team builders. Many, however, have a
tendency to do more work than they need to as they
are not always comfortable delegating.

Most male managers that I have worked for enjoyed
the small talk and appeared relaxed or comfortable
with their jobs.

Women managers usually have little influence on
promotions and raises.
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MALE Respondents
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Male managers can be insensitive with subordinates,
depending on their comfort level with the team and if
they feel "in charge" or in need of solidifying their
position of authority.

Comments on #1 Ranking Behavior: REWARDING
FEMALE Respondents
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MALE Respondents

My last two managers have been women and they were
great!

The behaviors may be excellent for other males but in our
division it is the WORST BEHAVIORS I HAVE EVER SEEN
SINCE THE DOWNSIZING. The poor behaviors still
continue. There have been complaints to HR with nothing
done. IT is the worst male behaving division I have ever
seen.

Most women managers that I have employed have been
exceptional women. They have been competent, capable,
and dynamic. At the same time they care about people and
are responsive to other people's needs.

Most male managers that I have had working for me have
also been competent, capable, and dynamic. What I see
different in men and women is that there is a little more
indifference in men than women.

I feel there is a difference between ages. The older the
female manager the less helping they are to other females.
This would include supporting, mentoring, rewarding, and
consulting. Younger women are far more likely to be less
"queen bee" like in their managerial dealings with other
women.

Men tend to expect that everyone knows how to be on a
team so do not exercise team building skills. They do not
model expected behavior as they tend to have a "do as I
say, not as I do" attitude.

There is also a distinctly difference between women in
female dominated disciplines and women in male
dominated disciplines.

Here it is much different. Men are more interested in
making themselves look good for upper management.
Where this is different from the females; is that when I was
working for a female lead; I felt that there were
opportunities to get ahead where I wouldn't be fighting my
BOSS for the job. This is a big difference. Where men will
go ahead & make changes to a team to make it more
productive & help brainstorm answers to benefit the
company, the bottom line always was to make that person
look good instead of boosting the overall value of the team.
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Comments on #1 Ranking Behavior: MENTORING
FEMALE Respondents
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MALE Respondents

Most female managers are more hands-on and less
delegating of tasking than men. Most do
a much better job of mentoring and supporting their staff.

Of the male mgrs I have worked with during the past 20 yrs,
most were smart, capable and interesting people. However,
about 50% of these mgrs still considered all women to be
"secretaries" and had no interest in being a mentor or
providing any support in any way to any of the women
staff.

Mentoring is almost a dirty word for senior women
managers - what they need to realize is that men have an
advantage in the workplace as they communicate all
informal cues to one another just through hanging out
together. Women are so focused on being recognized for
contributions that they do not pass on their own learning
about how the system works to others. Perhaps this is
behavior they have also learned from a prior generation of
women managers.

Few senior leaders spend the appropriate amount of time
developing their people - there are very few models within
business of an effective leader and business tends to
reward the wrong behaviors.

While women managers are very good at networking,
problem solving and planning, they are not well-skilled in
being team players so they do not mentor as well as they
should, especially when it comes to other women. My
experience with women leaders is that they are "turf
tenders" because they have had to adopt that behavior to
get where they are and do not know how to get out of that
mode.

Men in general see the value of networking upward and are
more encouraged by men above them. There is also a
tendency to want people around them that they can predict
how they will react in given situations. Thus they in general
tend to not select women or promote them or mentor them
into positions of power.

The comments below reflect the experiences with women
managers in leadership positions as they perform
mentoring for other women & also create their own support
mechanisms within the organization.

Mentoring as a behavior seems to focus on mentoring
other men, not women. I don't see evidence of great
planning ability - it is more often based on "gut" feeling.
Most seem more comfortable with networking than women.
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Summary
• Early analysis of summary statistics
shows that women and men leadership
patterns vary
• Comments support the differences seen
in the data
• In-depth analysis being conducted and
will be reported in April
• Comments:
• Send them to twelbour@umich.edu
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